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running the Activation file, use the following sequence: Vcds-Lite>Select Store. You will be
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that you keep the software on your computer, and never store it on a USB or CD-Rom. If you
delete the program, your serial number will become invalid and the license will become

shareware. You may need to re-install VCDS-Lite if it becomes registered.Installing VCDS-Lite
to the computer that will be used for the car will be referred to as the Development

computer. This is the PC on which you are installing VCDS-Lite. It does not have to be the one
in which you have the car that will be controlled, although it should be capable of installing

VCDS-Lite.Make sure that the program is installed in the right location on the computer. But I
do not recommend registering a VCDS-Lite on a PC which you do not own. VCDS-Lite

registrations are not transferable. You can sell your interface, but you cannot sell or transfer
your license. If you sell the PC on which youve got it licensed, your buyer will be able to use

the full version of the software, but your buyer will not be eligible for any kind of support from
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